More Than Hearing Worksheet
Episode: ATrinityx2017
Text:

2 Corinthians 13:11-13
11 Finally, brothers and sisters, farewell. Put things in order, listen to my appeal, agree with
one another, live in peace; and the God of love and peace will be with you. 12 Greet one another
with a holy kiss. All the saints greet you.
13 The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit be
with all of you.

Word - I/S, Eye - S, Math - I/S, Body - I/S, Nature - I, People - I, Self - S
Smarts

Images in the text/
interesting exegesis

Illustrations

SFX

Word - Verbal/Linguistic

Listen to my appeal

Rhetoric = the art of
effective or persuasive
speaking or writing,
especially the use of
figures of speech and
other compositional
techniques.

Scour the internet (or click
this link!) for effective
advertising campaigns and
analyze why they worked.

Eye - Visual/Spatial

Video clip from O Brother,
Where Art Thou? Showing
the necessity of consensus
and cooperation, as per
Body below
Spend some time
visualizing peace (whirled
peas). Either give time for
silence to allow people’s
own imaginations to flow,
or walk folks through
some guided meditation.
Maybe use last week’s
gospel passage where
Jesus appears on Easter
evening and says right off
“peace be with you”.

Math Logical/Mathematical

On Why a 3-Legged Stool
Is Stable. This would have

⇐ Do this as a
demonstration.

analogous application to
the Trinity.
Here’s another similar
explanation
Body - Kinesthetic

Kissing is awesome!
What makes it holy?

The Trinity and the
Church are both
constrained relationships
- that is multiple persons
who by definition must
remain in relationship.
It’s like having three (or
more) people all tied
together at the waist.

⇐ Do this as a demo. Either
tie a loop of rope and have
three people stand inside
it or have them hold the
loop with one hand. (A
hula hoop could work for
the second configuration.)
Indicate how each can try
to work or move
individually, but any
choice will affect the other
two persons. If they
disagree, it will be
increasingly difficult for
any of them to accomplish
anything. If they agree,
their work will be greatly
simplified.

Musical
Natural

People - Interpersonal

The constrained
relationship of the
Trinity, and by extension,
within the Church, is
perhaps like a
pushmi-pullyu.
See also People
Put things in order

•Going on a trip?
•Someone coming to stay
with you?
•Got an important
meeting or conference?
Put things in order for it!

Self - Intrapersonal

all the saints greet you

Paul is referring to the
people with him, but what
if ALL THE SAINTS
greeted you? What would
that do for you?

